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Managed
Metering
Recent advances in metering technology lead
to benefits for utilities & consumers
Interview compiled by Amy McIntosh

John Fillinger has nearly 20 years
of experience in the water industry.
Throughout his career with Badger
Meter, he has assumed roles
in technical support, training
and marketing. For many years,
Fillinger managed the release and
ongoing product support of the
Orion automatic meter reading
system for water utilities. As a
result, he gained thorough product
and application knowledge and
a unique perspective regarding
the needs of stakeholders. In his
current role, Fillinger directs the
company’s utility marketing
efforts and the release of Beacon
AMA. Fillinger can be reached
at jfillinger@badgermeter.com.

etering impacts every aspect
of a water utility’s operations—
from water usage and conservation to utility personnel
to customer service. W&WD
Associate Editor Amy McIntosh
asked John Fillinger, director of utility marketing for
Badger Meter, about recent trends and emerging
technologies in today’s metering environment.
Amy McIntosh: What are some advances you have
seen in metering technology so far this year?
John Fillinger: There have been four major changes
in the area of metering technology. First has been
the acceptance and deployment of smart meters
with no moving parts. These meters provide utilities
with a great option to accurately measure a broader
range of low flows and to extend meter accuracies
over the life of the meter to help make water visible
in all utility applications.
The second major change has been the deployment of advanced metering analytics (AMA)
systems. While traditional advanced metering infrastructure (AMI) systems provide reading data and
improvements to utility meter reading efficiency,
AMA systems are more encompassing. AMA systems improve the entire utility operation by transitioning reading data into proactive intelligence
to help utility personnel make informed decisions
about maintaining their system.
The third new innovation is the deployment
of managed solutions. In the past, utilities that
deployed AMI systems were forced into accepting
greater responsibility for managing and maintaining
their system. Through innovative managed solution
approaches, utilities are able to deploy systems
more quickly and reduce upfront costs by incorporating a “pay-as-you-go” approach to deployment.
The final innovation in metering technology is
the release of a cellular endpoint for water utilities.
While gas and electric utilities have been able to
use cellular technology for the past several years,
the technology has [only] recently been introduced
to water utilities. Cellular endpoints are a great
option for utilities because they eliminate the need
for installing and maintaining gateways and use the
same reliable and secure network used each and
every day by our favorite smartphones and tablets.
McIntosh: What are some current metering trends?
Fillinger: Seeing the need for better customer
service, increased analytics reporting and more
efficient operations, utilities are turning to end-toend, managed solutions to help meet their meter
data management (MDM) needs. In a providermanaged, cloud-based system, the solutions
provider takes charge of system operation and
maintenance beyond the meters and meter communications endpoints. The managed solution
model provides a flexible approach that reduces
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Customer
Connectivity
Technological advances in metering have
given rise to a number of recent trends,
including the use of managed solutions,
cloud-based software and cellular metering. Utilities also are seeing the benefits of
enhancing communication with consumers
through today’s technology.
“Encouraged by an increased focus on
customer service and efficiency, consumer
engagement websites and smartphone/tablet apps continue to evolve,” Fillinger said. “In
today’s on-demand world where consumers
track nearly every aspect of their lives, water
usage data available at the click of a button
have proven appealing for customer-focused
utilities looking to save money and resources.”
Utility apps often include a number of features for customers, including graphics illustrating average, historical and current usage;
leak alerts; water conservation tips; and savings calculators. Users typically can set up
profiles with recommendations that are personalized to their own usage patterns.

the resources needed to operate and maintain the
meter reading system, freeing personnel to support
other critical areas of operations.
Web-based software services are key components of many managed solution models. Cloudbased software can bring rapid and diverse changes
in how utilities operate and use data. Cloud computing can be a viable alternative to investing in serverbased MDM systems.
McIntosh: How can a metering system help a utility meet its water management initiatives?
Fillinger: Because various utilities have different
initiatives and goals, the most important benefit
an AMA solution can provide won’t be the same
for every utility. Commonly, the greatest benefit in
adopting AMA is a reduction in operating costs. For
some, the most important benefit will be in finding
and fixing leaks to prevent the loss of water and
revenue. For others, it may be a reduction in customer billing disputes. Still others may find that aiding their customers in water conservation efforts is
their greatest benefit.
McIntosh: What are your predictions for metering
technology for the remainder of the year?
Fillinger: Advances in technology mean water utilities can begin to enjoy all the benefits of AMI and
AMA without previous operational and technology
concerns. With implementation and management
barriers removed, utilities can use these advances to
provide greater visibility into water usage and better
management of the water system, while improving
customer service. Most importantly, today’s solutions ensure that the decisions utilities make now
will pay dividends well into the future. Going forward,
both utility and end water consumers will start to
benefit from the deployment of AMA technology and
managed solutions. Since data are already available
in a cloud environment, sharing the data with end
consumers allows them to make informed decisions
about when and how to use water. Whether people
live in an area with an abundance or a shortage of
water, we all need to have access to appropriate
information to make educated decisions.
Amy McIntosh is associate editor for W&WD. McIntosh can
be reached at amcintosh@sgcmail.com or 847.954.7966.

